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The contents of this book originates from 35 years of teaching Steam Generators to graduate students at the Politecnico of Milan, Italy and from 45 years of professional activity in this area. This book has been written for practising designers, users, and engineers of steam generators in order to guide them through practical problems and help avoiding technical mistakes. Also the academic scientists and university students who are interested in problems of power generation can find useful information.
The first part of the book presents the different types of generators which are installed either in industrial plants like power plants. In particular boilers for energy of regenerative sources are included. Information about the optimized solutions, the energetic saving, and the mistakes to be avoided is given to the designer. In the second section both, the thermodynamic calculation and the fluid dynamics are developed according to rigorous scientific criteria. In this section, the author presents several of his original studies. Finally, optimizing criteria are illustrated and computer calculations are shown according to the calculation criteria that are indicated in the book.

An appendix includes an in-depth analysis of a few topics discussed in previous chapters and a study about finned tubes.
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Security Technologies for the World Wide Web, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2002
This newly revised edition of the Artech House bestseller offers the most up-to-date comprehensive analysis of the current trends in WWW security available, with brand new chapters on authentication and authorization infrastructures, server-side security, and risk management. Practitioners will also find coverage of entirely new topics such as...
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Geo-informatics in Sustainable Ecosystem and Society: 6th International Conference, GSES 2018, Handan, China, September 25–26, 2018, Revised Selected ... in Computer and Information Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Geo-informatics in Sustainable Ecosystem and Society, GSES 2018, held in Handan, China, in September 2018.

	
		The 46 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 153 submissions and focus on spatial data...
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Fundamentals of ActionScript 3.0: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011

	Welcome to ActionScript. Over the next several chapters, you’ll be introduced to one of the most versatile programming languages to create web applications for the browser, desktop applications, and mobile apps for multiple platforms. For years the Flash Platform has provided people with the most powerful set of...
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Developing Enterprise Java Applications with J2EE and UMLAddison Wesley, 2001
 The Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE TM) offers great promise for dramatically improving the way that enterprise applications are built, and organizations that have adopted the J2EE are gaining a competitive advantage. The industry-standard Unified Modeling Language (UML) has helped countless organizations achieve software...
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Windows PowerShell 3.0 Step by Step (Step by Step Developer)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Your hands-on, step-by-step guide to automating Windows administration with Windows PowerShell 3.0


	Teach yourself the fundamentals of Windows PowerShell 3.0 command line interface and scripting language—one step at a time. Written by a leading scripting expert, this practical tutorial delivers learn-by-doing exercises,...
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Sams Teach Yourself Google Places in 10 Minutes (Sams Teach Yourself -- Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2010

	Sams Teach Yourself Google Places in 10 Minutes


	 Sams Teach Yourself Google Places in 10 Minutes gives you straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working through its 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn how to claim your free Google Places business...
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